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C&C is the luxury footwear brand that is
unparalleled in comfort and innovation.

The Brand
C&C creates exquisitely luxurious shoes
revolutionising the way women view their shoes, not
as fixed unwieldy items but as adjustable,
convertible pieces. We offer the user the
opportunity to be creative.
“Our hope is that everyone who comes in contact
with us is transformed by the experience. When you
find out something new and useful to you, make it
matter in your life and implement it. Years ago, I
found out that shoes can be altered in just the same
way as a dress or a suit can be, and we have used
this idea to create our brand.” Catherine and
Christian Winkler.
	
  

The C&C Creative Team

Catherine Mary Winkler
Catherine grew up in a creative household. Her father
was a trained tailor who made his own suits. Her mother
owned and ran a dressmaking and hairdressing business
and Catherine by virtue of being present picked up a
number of skills. By the age of 17, she was making her own
clothes, and her entrepreneurial spirit lead her to make
and design one off pieces for her friends in exchange for
a small fee.
To feed her passion for fashion, Catherine attended
summer courses at Central Saint Martin’s and also earned
a degree in English and linguistics. She later acquired a
Masters degree in TESOL from Manchester University. Her
dream was to travel the world which lead her to Kuwait.
Here she was exposed to a very wide selection of luxury
fashion brands. As a teacher at Kuwait University, her job
requires that she be on her feet for many hours a day, so
her quest for comfortable shoes was on. Deliverance
came when she met Ibrahim whilst trying to find someone
to mend her briefcase. As a trained shoemaker, he
agreed to help Catherine make her existing shoes more
comfortable by building in arch support. She was
delighted with the results, which lead her to believe that
fabulous shoes do not need to be uncomfortable.
Catherine is the Creative Director of C&C, and it is her
consumer experience that has enabled her to create
such a unique brand.

Chris'an	
  Winkler	
  
Behind every successful woman there is a man.
Christian gave up a flourishing career as an officer
in the Austrian Armed Forces to live with his wife in
Kuwait. Chris then trained as a financial consultant
and analyst and worked with some financial
institutions in Kuwait. Together they have built C&C
Lifestyle, which was initially set up as a financial
brokerage headed by Chris. The company is now
diversifying into fashion thanks to Chris’ support.
When Catherine brought up the idea of producing
comfortable shoes, he did not hesitate although
both of them knew little about shoe making. Chris is
the Financial Director of the company and the man
that makes things happen.
Chris’ wide range of interests includes beekeeping,
photography, biking and driving classic cars. He
especially likes his classic Series 1 and 2 land rovers
that he drives in all weathers.

Craftsmanship & Production
C&C’s designs are brought to life in Veneto, Italy by artisans
that have been creating shoes for generations.
The brand marries centuries of traditional Italian shoe
making with high tech industrial design.
Each pair has built in arch support in addition to the 50-50
ratio, this is to insure the foot is completely rested at all
times.
Extensive customer research has enabled C&C to create
an exciting product giving comfort to woman. “Our
products feel bespoke, and you can tell the difference.”

The C&C Girl
The C&C woman is energetic and young at heart. She
is full of vitality as she fulfills her role in various sectors of
society. She is a mum, an activist, a lawyer, a doctor
and most of all she is her own person in charge of her
life. She is sophisticated and classy in high heeled
shoes. The C&C woman is self assured and effortlessly
elegant.

OUR PROMISE
‘Our offering is the experience of well-made,
comfortable and stylish shoes that complete your
circle of elegance. Let our heels lift you to a different
dimension where there is no prolonged misplaced
pressure, but only elegance and grace. What did we
do differently? We built in arch support in addition to
the 50-50 ratio, so your feet are completely rested. We
also offer interchangeable uppers which encourage
the customer to be creative.’

Product Gallery

The Nadia classic pump in black leather.	
  

The Yasmine open classic pumps with embellished heels and extra straps
in navy patent leather.

The Yasmine open classic pumps with embellished heel and extra strap
in tobacco leather.

The Yasmine open classic pumps with embellished heel and extra strap
in beige leather.

The Yasmine open classic pumps with embellished heel and extra strap
in black leather.

The Buthaina knee-high cut out leather boots.

The Oweisha knee-high cuff in black, coffee and tan leather.

The Shayma ankle cuff in pony and lace.

The Duha ankle wrap leather sandals in rose gold, also available in
black and tan.

The Mashael ankle boots in black stretch leather.

The Tahani skinny knee-high boots in bronze stretch leather.
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THE BIRTH OF THE THOUGHTFUL SHOE

Step into the future with C&C Lifestyle
By bazaar staff

How many times have you had to
settle for a pair of boring pumps just
because they could easily take you
from day to night? Is your husband
nagging you about how many
shoes you have in the closet? Are
you nagging yourself about all the
shoes you have in your closet? As
much as we love them, those pretty
little monsters can seriously crowd
our lives, not to mention our living
spaces. Also, as much as we hate to
admit it, we tire of them quite easily.
The struggle may be real, but there’s
light at the end of the tunnel, thanks
to Christian and Catherine Winkler of
C&C Lifestyle.
C&C’s innovative creation is what we’ve
been waiting for, with a line of different styles
with convertible uppers and detachable
detailing that can transform your whole look in
a matter of seconds! Not to mention the fact
that they’re also comfortable and made with
quality and care, as the company exclusively
collaborates with luxury Italian shoe
manufacturers and experienced industrial
designers. They also consult with renowned
orthopedic professionals. “We merge the
best of ALL worlds creating a marriage
between centuries of shoe making traditions
in Italy and high tech industrial design with
orthopedics.” And it gets even better. This
modern concept even uses different shades
of “nude” to match all different types of skintones!
With their 2016 launch approaching, we
sat down with Christian and Catherine Winkler,
the co-founders of C&C Lifestyle to dish about
this genius concept that guarantees comfort
and creativity. Gather ye round, ladies, for our
prayers have been answered and the future
has indeed arrived.
The concept, born five years ago, was
inspired by a local cobbler and leather
handyman named Ibrahim: “When I took my
favorite briefcase to Ibrahim for a tune-up,
he told me he was a shoemaker, so I started
taking my uncomfortable heels to him to

The Yasmine Open Classic Pumps With Extra Straps

The Oweisha Knee-High Cuff
make them fit better.” Catherine gushes. “I
love fashion, and wanted to make more use
out of my favorite shoes, so I would bring
things to him, and it didn’t matter what
brand or how much I paid, I wouldn’t mind if
he ripped them apart and put them together
again. Watching him made me realize that
uppers can be interchangeable.” And thus the
concept of convertible uppers was born, and
the vision of creating comfort and freedom of
expression in footwear had begun.
The couple furthered their research and
Catherine continued to play with her shoes
by having straps removed, heels replaced,
arch support built, and uppers reduced in
size. The result, several years down the line
is a collection that offers a range of base
heels with timeless designs including a basic
sandal and a closed toed sandal reminiscent
of the Louboutin Pigalle. Both sandals offer
many possibilities for creation- you could use
detachable strap, adjusting it to the length

of your choice with some creative loop-dilooping for either sandal. The classic single
strap sandal even supports a long detachable
cutout knee length boot upper, (the Oweisha
Knee High Cuff) and a shorter version,
(the Lacy Cuff) for an edgier cutout bootie.
Catherine also recommends for the ladies
who invest in this fine creation to discover
their inner shoe-designer and use items from
their own wardrobes as add-ons! “I like to use
a light scarf instead of straps sometimes,
just to give it more of an edge - it depends on
what you’re wearing!”
To further revolutionize customer footwear,
C&C aims to cater to all sizes, because like
snowflakes, no two feet are ever alike.” We are
never going to make 1000 pairs of identical
shoes that fit no one exactly and wearers
have to endure pain because of prolonged
misplaced pressure. We will produce shoes
that are constructed in such a way that the
needs of diverse users can be served.”
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Bazaar issue 199, 1st December 2015.

With an almost bespoke fit, ultimately
these shoes are made with every woman’s
unique podiatric needs catered to. “What
we want to do is ensure that each woman
will find the right fit for her unique foot. We
understand that all feet come in different
shapes and sizes, which is why we want to
create bases that have a narrow, medium or
wide fit. Nobody who purchases these shoes
will ever be uncomfortable.” Another plus
is lighter packing for traveling. Unlike other
shoes, you could pack or wear your pair and
take along three different uppers or details
that would free space in your suitcase for
other essentials such as toiletries! And
by having the freedom to update your style
within minutes, it’s guaranteed that you won’t
experience buyer’s remorse or chuck the pair
into the back of your closet.
C & C Lifestyle are certain that the initial
buzz created about their products will endure,
and they are comfortable with showcasing

The Lacy Cuff
their merchandise online; “the benefits of
online shopping allow people all over the
world to experience our merchandise from
the comfort of their own homes.” They haven’t
settled on a price yet, but they are toying
around with the idea of a package deal where
each base can come with a couple of different
uppers and/or attachments. “We believe in
value, which is why we created this product
to begin with!”
C&C doesn’t doubt the success the
universally applicable concept may bring
to the Middle East- but it isn’t only about
success, it’s about revolutionizing fashion
and setting women free of the frenzy of
the industry! “Women are ‘shackled’ and
some do believe they need to be in pain to
be beautiful. Heels are designed to please
men because they make a woman look more
attractive!” (Can we get an Amen up in here?)
“But our product is made for women, made
by women, and we know what we’re doing

and why we’re doing it. We want people to
find both external and internal value in what
they buy.” The goal is for women to be stylish,
elegant, and free themselves of distractions
due to their wardrobe. “My job requires me to
be on my feet all day, and I don’t want to have
to focus on how much my feet hurt! I want
to get my work done and look fabulous while
existing without any consequences.”
Liberate yourselves from the frenzy of the
fashion industry, ladies, and embrace the
concept of elegance, confidence and freedom
of confinement. “I’m giving women
freedom and power. Take control of the
health of YOUR feet- No more bunions and
you do what you want! With these shoes,
there is zero limit!”
Remember, you read it here first! C&C
Lifestyle’s collection will be available in early
2016. Be sure to check out www.cclifestyle.
net for more details.
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Contact
info@cclifestyle.net	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

